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Abstract

Vibrio cholerae, which is autochthonous to estuaries worldwide, can cause human cholera that is still pandemic in developing countries. A number of V. cholerae isolates of clinical and environmental origin worldwide have been subjected to genome sequencing to address their phylogenesis and bacterial pathogenesis, however, little genome information is available for V. cholerae isolates derived from estuaries, particularly in China. In this study, we determined the complete genome sequence of V. cholerae CHN108B (non-O1/O139 serogroup) isolated from the Yangtze River Estuary, China and performed comparative genome analysis between CHN108B and other eight representative V. cholerae isolates. The 4,168,545-bp V. cholerae CHN108B genome (47.2% G+C) consists of two circular chromosomes with 3,691 predicted protein-encoding genes. It has 110 strain-specific genes, the highest number among the eight representative V. cholerae whole genomes from serogroup O1: there are seven clinical isolates linked to cholera pandemics (1937–2010) and one environmental isolate from Brazil. Various mobile genetic elements (such as insertion sequences, prophages, integrative and conjugative elements, and super-integrons) were identified in the nine V. cholerae genomes of clinical and environmental origin, indicating that the bacterium undergoes extensive genetic recombination via lateral gene transfer. Comparative genomics also revealed different virulence and antimicrobial resistance gene patterns among the V. cholerae isolates, suggesting some potential virulence factors and the rising development of resistance among pathogenic V. cholerae. Additionally, draft genome sequences of multiple V. cholerae isolates recovered from the Yangtze River Estuary were also determined, and comparative genomics revealed many genes involved in specific metabolism pathways, which are likely shaped by the unique estuary environment. These results provide additional evidence of V. cholerae genome plasticity and will facilitate better understanding of the genome evolution and pathogenesis of this severe water-borne pathogen worldwide.
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Introduction

Vibrio cholerae is a Gram-negative bacterium that is autochthonous to estuaries worldwide (Kaper et al. 1995). The bacterium is the aetiological agent of cholera, a life-threatening human diarrhoeal disease (Colwell 1996; Heidelberg et al. 2000). Cholera has been epidemic in southern Asia for at least 1000 years, but has also spread worldwide to cause seven pandemics since 1817 (Wachsmuth et al. 1994). The seventh pandemic that erupted in 1961 has lasted for over 50 years (Feng et al. 2008). In recent years, cholera remains endemic in developing countries where sanitation is poor and drinking water unsafe (Heidelberg et al. 2000; Zhang...
and Gou 2014). For example, the most recent outbreak was reported in Yemen on 27 April 2017, and the disease caused a total of 332,658 suspected cholera cases and 1,759 deaths till 13 July 2017 (World Health Organization, http://www.who.int/). However, the epidemiology and pathogenesis of *V. cholerae* are intricate; therefore, there is a clear need for a global genome-level understanding of the bacterium, particularly of its environmental origin.

*Vibrio cholerae* isolates have been classified into at least 206 serogroups (O1 to O206) based on their outer membrane O antigens, among which only serogroups O1 and O139 can cause cholera epidemics (Kaper et al. 1995). The serogroup O1 is further classified into two biotypes: classical and EL Tor, resulted in the sixth and the seventh cholera pandemics, respectively (Wachsmuth et al. 1994; Faruque and Mekalanos 2012). The crucial virulence determinants in pathogenic isolates are a cholera toxin (CT) related to a temperate filamentous phage CTXΦ (Heidelberg et al. 2000) and the receptor toxin co-regulated pilus (TCP) for entry of CTXΦ into the cell (Faruque and Mekalanos 2012). Previous studies have indicated that non-O1/O139 serogroups that embody genetically diverse strains also result in sporadic disease in a CT- and TCP-independent manner using undefined virulence mechanisms (Chatterjee et al. 2009). For example, the clinical isolate *V. cholerae* AM-19226 that does not produce CT or TCP still causes a rapidly fatal diarrhoeal disease due to transferred genes that are responsible for the type III secretion system (Shin et al. 2011). *Vibrio cholerae* LMA3984-4 (*ct−tcp−*) that was isolated from superficial water from the Tucunduba Stream in Brazil in 2007 displayed genetic similarity with epidemic strains with virulence-related genes (Sá et al. 2012). Acquisition of virulence or resistance traits via lateral gene transfer (LGT) might occur at high frequency throughout microbial communities in environmental ecosystems (Thompson et al. 2004). Mobile genetic elements (MGEs) that mediate LGT between bacteria, such as insertion sequences (ISs), prophages, integrative and conjugative elements (ICEs), and super intergons (SI) (Wozniak et al. 2009), could constitute important driving forces in genome evolution and speciation of *Vibrios* (Thompson et al. 2004). Evidently, these mobile gene pools have rapidly crossed species boundaries to create endemicy within global *V. cholerae* populations (Boucher et al. 2011). For example, several waves of global transmission in the seventh cholera pandemic were observed, among which waves 2 and 3 were characterised by *V. cholerae* strains with the acquisition of SXTRA391 family ICEs (Waldor et al. 1996; Mutreja et al. 2011).

In 2000, the complete genome sequence of *V. cholerae* El Tor N16961, which was isolated in Bangladesh in 1971 and linked to the seventh cholera pandemic, was determined (Heidelberg et al. 2000). Along with the technological breakthroughs in genome sequencing technologies (Metzker 2005), the number of genome sequencing projects focused on the other *V. cholerae* isolates has distinctly increased. To date, more than 30 complete and numerous draft genome sequences for *V. cholerae* strains are available in the GenBank database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/) or online (http://www.genomesonline.org). Many comparative analyses of these *V. cholerae* genomes have been reported (e.g., Banerjee et al. 2014; Dutilh et al. 2014; Okada et al. 2014; Garry et al. 2017; Imamura et al. 2017). In the present study, we determined the complete genome sequence of *V. cholerae* CHN108B (non-O1/O139 serogroup, *ct−tcp−*), which was recently isolated from surface water from the Yangtze River Estuary, China (Song et al. 2013), to address the lack of complete genome data regarding this bacterium originating from an estuary environment in China (Yi et al. 2014). We also conducted comparative genomic analysis between CHN108B and the 8 representative *V. cholerae* isolates available online when the project began, including N16961, M66-2, O395 uid58425, and O395 uid159869, IEC224, MJ-1236, LMA3984-4 and 2010 EL-1786 (Supplementary Table S1). Among these serogroup O1 isolates, only LMA3984-4 originated from the environment, whereas the others were clinical, as follows: M66-2 is the 1937 Makasar outbreak isolate (Feng et al. 2008); O395 is linked to the sixth cholera pandemic (Feng et al. 2008; Chun et al. 2009); and the remaining isolates are linked to the seventh cholera pandemic (Heidelberg et al. 2000; Chun et al. 2009; Reimer et al. 2011; Garza et al. 2012). The data from this study have refined our grasp on the genome evolution and pathogenesis of the common water-borne pathogen worldwide.

**Materials and methods**

**Vibrio cholerae strains and genomic DNA preparation**

*Vibrio cholerae* CHN108B was isolated from surface water from the Yangtze River Estuary in Shanghai, China in 2011 (Song et al. 2013). The bacterium was identified as non-O1/O139 serogroup and non-toxic (*ct−tcp−*) in a previous study. *Vibrio cholerae* CHN108B was inoculated from our laboratory storage at − 80 °C into 5 ml Luria–Bertani (LB) broth (3% NaCl, pH 8.5) (Beijing Land Bridge technology Co. Ltd., China) and incubated at 37 °C with shaking. The overnight bacterial culture was then inoculated (1:100, v/v) into 200 ml LB broth. Bacterial cells grown to the logarithmic growth phase at 37 °C were immediately harvested by centrifugation at 2700g for 10 min at 4 °C. Genomic DNA was prepared using the Biospin Bacteria DNA Extraction Kit (BIOER Technology, Hangzhou, China) and plasmid DNA was isolated using the TaKaRa MiniBEST Plasmid Purification Kit Version 3.0 (Japan TaKaRa BIO, Dalian Company,
China) according to the manufacturers’ instructions. Three independently prepared DNA samples were examined by agarose gel electrophoresis, visualised and imaged as described previously (He et al. 2015b). No plasmid DNA was extracted from CHN108B. Only pure genomic DNA samples (a 260/280 nm absorbance ratio of 1.8-2.0) were used for genome sequencing. The concentrations of the DNA samples were determined using a BioTek Synergy™ 2 multi-mode microplate reader (BioTek Instruments, Inc., VT, USA). Multiple V. cholerae isolates (CHN001f to 009f) recovered from the Yangtze River Estuary were identified as non-O1/O139 serogroup and non-toxic (ct−tcp−) and their genomic DNA were prepared as well.

**Genome sequencing, assembly and gap closure**

Whole-genome sequencing of V. cholerae CHN108B was conducted at the Chinese National Human Genome Centre (Shanghai, China) using the Genome Sequencer FLX (GS-FLX) Titanium system (Roche, Roche Applied Science, Basel, Switzerland). The obtained sequencing reads were assembled using the Roche/454 Newbler v2.3 software (https://lifescience.roche.com/), and the generated contigs (> 2000 bp) served as the basis for genome gap closure. The relationship between each large contig was determined by genome sequence alignment with reference genomes using the MUMmer 3.2.3 software (http://www.tigr.org/software/mummer/) (Kurtz et al. 2004). The chosen references with higher Megablast bitscore hits were complete genome sequences from V. cholerae N16961 and IEC224 (Supplementary Table S1). The Primer 5.0 software (http://www.premierbiosoft.com) was used to design PCR primers for genome walking as described previously (Chen et al. 2005). Long-range PCR amplification was performed using the Takara LA Taq kit (Japan TaKaRa BIO, Dalian Company, China) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All PCR amplifications were performed in a Mastercycler® pro PCR thermal cycler (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). PCR products were analysed by agarose gel electrophoresis, purified using the AxyPrep DNA Gel Extraction Kit (Axygen, Silicon Valley, USA), and then sequenced using an ABI PRISM 3730XL DNA Sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Inc, Carlsbad, California, USA) for genome gap closure. Low-value sequences were confirmed by PCR and sequencing analysis.

**Genome annotation**

Open reading frames (ORFs) were predicted using the GLIMMER 3.02 software (Delcher et al. 1999). Functional assignments were inferred based on standalone Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST) searches against an non-redundant protein database from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and the Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COG) database (Tatusov et al. 2001). Each predicted protein was annotated if it met the criteria of a minimum cutoff of 30% identity at the amino acid level. Each gene was also functionally classified by assigning a COG number. The ORFs that had no hits against the non-redundant protein database (NCBI) were annotated as hypothetical proteins. The rRNA genes were annotated using the FgenesB tool (http://softberry.com), and tRNA genes were detected using the tRNAscan 1.21 software (Lowe and Eddy 1997). Putative virulence factor and antimicrobial resistance genes were detected using the Virulence Factors Data Base (http://www.mgc.ac.cn/VFs) and the Antibiotic Resistance Genes Database (http://ardb.ccb.msu.edu/), respectively.

**Comparative genome analysis**

Comparison of whole chromosome sequences was performed using Mauve version 20150226 build 10 (c) package (http://darlinglab.org/mauve) (Darling et al. 2004) and the MUMmer 3.2.3 software. The Blastcluster software (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) was used for pan-genome analysis. Orthologous proteins were assigned only for proteins sharing both 60% amino acid identity and 80% sequence coverage, while those with lower than 30% or no hits were assigned as strain-specific genes. All the programmes were performed using the default parameters. The complete genome sequences of the eight representative V. cholerae isolates were retrieved from the GenBank database, each of which contains two chromosomes (chrs), including M66-2 (Feng et al. 2008), O395 uid159869 (Feng et al. 2008), O395 uid58425 (Chun et al. 2009), N16961 (Heidelberg et al. 2000), IEC224 (Garza et al. 2012), MJ-1236 (Chun et al. 2009), 2010 EL-1786 (Reimer et al. 2011), and LMA3984-4 (Sá et al. 2012) (Supplementary Table S1).

**Analysis of mobile genetic elements**

Insertion sequences (ISs) were identified using the ISFinder (Sigier et al. 2006). Prophages were identified using the Prophage Finder (http://phast.wishartlab.com). Super-integrongs (SIgs) were identified as follows: (1) Vibrio cholerae repeats (VCRs), such as TACAAACGCCCTCAAGAGGA ATGGTCAAGCGTCGGGCTGTTCCAGTCCCCATTGAGCGG CGGTGTTTCCGTTGTTGTTGTTGTTGAGTTAGTGATGTA ATGCGTTGCCAGCCCTTTAGGGCGCGGTTAT (Mazel et al. 1998), were searched in the V. cholerae genomes by BLAST analysis; (2) identified VCRs were analysed based on a specific RYTAAC+ at least one ORF+ GTTARRY structure (Rowe-Magnus et al. 2003); and (3) the number of SI cassettes was identified from the number in the
cassette that is composed of two VCRs and at least ORF in the middle. The SXT/R391 family of integrative conjugative elements (ICEs) were identified as follows: (1) the ICEs-chromosomal junction sequences from the prfC gene, which encode a non-essential peptide release factor 3 in *Escherichia coli*, *V. cholerae* and other hosts, were searched in the *V. cholerae* genomes by BLAST analysis and (2) the sequences within the predicted prfC sequences were compared with SXT/R391 ICEs to identify conserved core genes in their modules, hotspots, and variable regions.

**Results**

**General genome features of *V. cholerae* CHN108B**

The whole genome sequence of *V. cholerae* CHN108B (non O1/O139 serogroup) was determined using the 454-pyrosequencing technique, which yielded 339,285 reads with a genome sequencing depth of 33-fold. These sequencing reads were assembled into 90 contigs (> 2 kb). We designed 450 oligonucleotide primers for genome gap closure, including 416 for closing sequencing gaps by genome walking and 34 for physical gaps by combinatorial PCR. The *V. cholerae* CHN108B genome consisted of two circular chromosomes that contained 3,083,301 bp (chr 1) and 1,085,244 bp (chr 2) (Fig. 1, Supplementary Table S2). The complete genome of the bacterium contained 4,168,545 bp with an average G+C content of 47.2%. The CHN108B genome was the second largest among the nine *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study; it contained 538 more protein-encoding genes than the environmental strain *V. cholerae* LMA3984-4 that had the smallest genome size (3,738,718 bp) (Sá et al. 2012). In the CHN108B genome, the 3691 predicted protein-encoding genes were grouped into twenty-two gene functional catalogues that were identified in the COGs database (data not shown), of which approximately 24% encoded hypothetical proteins with currently unknown functions in the public databases.

Consistent with the other *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study, the CHN108B genome contained recognisable genes for essential cell functions, such as DNA replication, transcription, translation and cell-wall biosynthesis. Most of the genes that encode enzymes for the predicted central metabolic pathways were also present in CHN108B, including those required for glycolysis, oxidative phosphorylation and the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA). The genes responsible for DNA restriction and modification and DNA repair (such as base excision repair, nucleotide excision repair and mismatch repair) were identified in CHN108B. Additionally, the...
CHN108B genome also carried numerous transposase genes (27) and various MGEs including ISs, ICEs, prophages and SIs, indicating the potential for LGT of hosted genes.

In marked contrast to the other *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study, the CHN108B genome lacked the *tupABC* genes required for the tungstate transporter system, including an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter substrate-binding protein (*tupA*), an ABC transporter permease (*tupB*) and an ABC transporter ATP-binding protein (*tupC*), which indicated that CHN108B may not be able to utilise tungstate. CHN108B also lacked the *ugpC* gene (encodes a glycerol-3-phosphate transporter ATP-binding subunit) required for the sn-Glycrol 3-phosphate transporter system (*ugpBAEC*), suggesting an inactive monosaccharide transporter, similar to LMA3984-4. The comparative genomics also revealed that the CHN108B genome had 110 strain-specific genes, the highest number among the *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study, the majority of which encoded hypothetical proteins, while the rest were involved in secondary metabolism, and cell envelope and outer membrane biogenesis. For example, the CHN108B genome possesses the *rfbABC* gene cluster which shows high homology with the streptomycin biosynthetic gene cluster, including a glucose-1-phosphate thymidylyltransferase (*rfbA, chr1_02614*), a dTDP-glucose 4,6-dehydratase (*rfbB, chr1_02613*) and a dTDP-4-dehydrohamnose 3,5-epimerase (*rfbC, chr1_02615*). CHN108B also had a gene encoding a limonene 1,2-monoxygenase (*chr1_01246*) for limonene and pinene degradation, which could be highly beneficial to the bacterium to utilise these compounds for increasing fitness in variable environments. The gene (*chr1_02000*) encoding a homologue of *Escherichia coli* curli production assembly/transport component CsgG was also identified to be specific to CHN108B. It will be interesting to determine its precise function in biofilms and other community behaviours in *V. cholerae*.

**Genome structure**

The whole genome sequences of the nine *V. cholerae* isolates were compared at a global level using the Mauve version 20150226 software. The resulting data are illustrated in Fig. 2. Six local collinear blocks (LCBs) were identified in the *chr 1* s and shared by all the isolates (Fig. 2a); only two LCBs (24.1 and 151 kb) showed a change in relative genomic position among the isolates (Fig. 2a); only two LCBs (24.1 and 151 kb) showed a change in relative genomic position among the isolates, indicating overall conserved *chr 1* s for the bacterium. Nevertheless, numerous low similarity regions were detected, particularly throughout *chr 1* in CHN108B. The regions in the largest LCB (2406 kb) added up to 160 kb in CHN108B, of which

---

**Fig. 2** The global genome sequence alignment of *V. cholerae* CHN108B and the other eight *V. cholerae* isolates. The complete genome sequence of *V. cholerae* CHN108B was obtained in this study, while those of the other eight isolates were retrieved from GenBank database with the accession numbers given in Table S1. The blocks in the same colour connected with lines represent colinear regions between the genomes, and the blocks in white represent low similar sequences between the genomes. a *chr 1* s, b *chr 2* s
the majority of the genes encoded hypothetical proteins. Interestingly, chr 1 from the LMA3984-4 isolate shared a similar LCB structure with the 1937 Makassar outbreak isolate M66-2 and the 7th pandemic isolate N16961; no chromosome rearrangement was found among their chr 1 s. Likewise, eleven LCBs were identified in the chr 2 s from the *V. cholerae* isolates (Fig. 2b). In marked contrast to their chr 1 s, chromosomal rearrangements appeared to have frequently occurred in the chr 2 s, as the number of LCBs with changed genomic positions was high and their length long. Some small LCBs were lost from some isolates, while some regions were identified as strain-specific and were not included within an LCB, but likely acquired by LGT. For example, a larger such region (~45 kb) was found in the chr 2 from CHN108B (chr 2: 301,618 bp to 346,735 bp), in which most of the genes were involved in secondary metabolism, transport, and catabolism, which may allow for the strain-specific metabolic capabilities.

The global genome sequence alignment of CHN108B against each of the other eight *V. cholerae* isolates was also performed using the MUMmer 3.2.3 software (data not shown). The resulting data were consistent with those generated by the Mauve 2.3.1 software. Our results indicate that the genetic information carried in chr 1 s was more conserved than that in chr 2 s from the *V. cholerae* isolates, which explained that the vast majority of genes for essential cell functions and pathogenicity are located on the large chromosome (Heidelberg et al. 2000) (see below).

Subsequently, Blastcluster analysis further revealed 2,409 conserved core genes shared among the nine *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study, 10.8% of which encoded proteins of unknown function. The functional classification was performed for the identified genes against the COGs database, and the results are illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S1. The conserved core genes fell into 24 cell functional categories, with the largest three fractions of genes being grouped into the function unknown (10.8%); amino acid transport and metabolism (9.3%); and signal transduction mechanisms (7.6%). Likewise, the accessory genes were also analysed (Fig. S1), and the interesting finding was that accessory genes classified as DNA replication, recombination and repair were 1.8-fold higher than conserved core genes, which may be suggestive of strain-specific functions for this cell function. Because some pathogenic *V. cholerae* specific genes (O1/O139 serogroup) have been reported (Dziejman et al. 2002; Chun et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2015), in this study, we further analysed the strain-specific genes. Remarkably, the CHN108B genome had 110 such genes, the highest among the *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study. Further classification analysis revealed that 21.8% of the strain-specific genes in CHN108B were function unknown and general function prediction only, with the remaining genes presumably related to strain-specific metabolism (see above).

**MGEs and genome plasticity**

**ISs**

ISs are the shortest autonomously mobile elements (<2.5 kb) and have a simple genetic organization that can insert at multiple sites in a target molecule (Mahillon and Chandler 1998). Various ISs were identified in the nine *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study (Supplementary Table S3). In the CHN108B genome, only a single 1.3-kb IS1358 element was identified in chr 2. This element was also found to exist as a single copy in the other *V. cholerae* genomes, but was located in chr 1. The *V. cholerae* isolates (except CHN108B) also carried nine types of ISs located in either chr 1 and/or chr 2. For example, the 6th cholera pandemic isolates O395 uid58425 and O395 uid159869 had the maximum number (19) of ISs. Among these, the ISVch1, ISVch5, ISVch4 and IS1004 homologs existed as multiple copies (2–7) in their host genomes. The latter two were also identified in multiple positions in the genomes of five other *V. cholerae* isolates, including 2010 EL-1786, IEC224, M66-2, MJ1236, N16961 and LMA3984-4. Our results suggested that these ISs were likely to be active and capable of jumping in the *V. cholerae* genomes. Additionally, the 2010 Haiti cholera outbreak isolate 2010 EL-1786 had the maximum types of ISs (7), though four of which existed as a single copy, including IS1358, ISVch1, ISShfr9 and ISVsa3. The latter two were absent from the other eight *V. cholerae* genomes.

**Phages**

Phages are closely related to bacterial pathogenicity especially via the transfer of virulence factors (Heidelberg et al. 2000). Consistent with previous studies (Heidelberg et al. 2000; Feng et al. 2008; Chun et al. 2009), prophage gene clusters were identified in seven *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study but were absent from the LMA3984-4 and M66-2 genomes. One such cluster was found to be specific to CHN108B (Fig. 3). This prophage encompassed 29.0 kb (chr 1: 1,020,243–1,049,280 bp) and encoded 25 ORFs, including 16 coding for phase-related proteins and 8 for hypothetical proteins. It only had low partial sequence similarity with a 38.2-kb phage *Vibrio* VP882 found in a pandemic, *Vibrio parahaemolyticus* O3:K6 strain isolated in Osaka, Japan (Lan et al. 2009). To our knowledge, this study was the first to reveal this prophage in *V. cholerae*.

Previous studies have indicated that the major virulence factors from pathogenic *V. cholerae* strains (O1/O139 serogroup) are encoded by the 6.9-kb phage CTXΦ integrated
in *V. cholerae* genomes (Rubin et al. 1998). In this study, the CTXΦ prophage was identified in six pathogenic *V. cholerae* isolates, including 2010 EL-1786, IEC224, MJ1236, N16961, O395 uid58425, and O395 uid159869. The latter two had two copies of the CTXΦ gene cluster. Although the identified CTXΦ-related sequences were different in size (6.3 to 58.0 kb) in the six *V. cholerae* genomes, they all contained genes encoding CT (ctxAB), accessory cholera enterotoxin (ace), zona occludens toxin (zot), and RS2 proteins responsible for phage replication (rstA), integration (rstB) and the regulation of site-specific recombination (rstR) (Waldor and Mekalanos 1996). Our results provided further evidence for the conserved minimum core virulence genes transferred by CTXΦ (Rubin et al. 1998). Interestingly, although the 7th cholera pandemic isolates N16961 and ICE224 were isolated from different geographical regions in the world: the former in Bangladesh in 1971 and the latter in Brazil in 1994, both strains contained almost identical CTXΦ sequences (30.5 kb, 95% sequence identity). Moreover, the 6th cholera pandemic isolates O395 uid58425 and O395 uid159869 had two copies of the CTXΦ gene clusters; nevertheless, each copy showed a truncated CTXΦ molecular profile and was located in different host chrs. The sequences of these two copies in each isolate exhibited high nucleotide identity (> 90%) to the CTXΦ sequences identified in N16961 and IEC224. These results suggested that these strains may acquire cholera toxin genes from a common evolutionary ancestor via LGT, with subsequent genomic rearrangement into differential chrs in O395 uid58425 and O395 uid159869. Moreover, the identified CTXΦ sequence was longest (58.0 kb) in the 2010 Haiti cholera outbreak isolate 2010 EL-1786, which contained many ORFs encoding transposases and hypothetical proteins, suggesting extensive genetic recombination in this strain.

Another seven prophage gene clusters were identified in the genomes of the six clinical *V. cholerae* isolates, including 2010 EL-1786, IEC224, MJ1236, N16961, O395 uid58425, and O395 uid159869. For example, the O395 uid159869 genome had the maximum type of prophages showing sequence similarity with the *Aeromonas* phage 31, *Escherichia* phage D108 (2 copies), *Pseudomonas* phage B3, *Vibrio* phage CTX (2 copies), and *Vibrio* phage kappa. The MJ1236 and 2010 EL-1786 isolates also contained a *Vibrio* phage VvAW1 homologue, which infects *Vibrio vulnificus* (Nigro et al. 2012). Taken together, these data suggested extensive phage transmission between/among *Vibrio* species (*V. cholerae, V. parahaemolyticus*, and *V. vulnificus*), and bacterial genera (*Aeromonas, Escherichia, and Pseudomonas and Vibrio*).

**ICEs**

Self-transmissible ICEs and related elements can constitute a large proportion of bacterial chromosomes and bestow a wide range of phenotypes upon their hosts with carried gene cassettes (Wozniak and Waldor 2010). The SXT/R391 family of ICEs, one of the largest and most diverse set of ICEs, has been identified in Vibrionaceae isolates of clinical and environmental origins (Burrus et al. 2006; Wozniak and Waldor 2010). In this study, SXT/R391-like ICEs (73 to 108 kb) were identified in the genomes of three *V. cholerae* isolates CHN108B, 2010 EL-1786, and MJ1236, and designated ICEvchCHN108B (chr 1: 338,087–411,356 bp), ICEvch2010 EL-1786 (CHR1: 83,542–182,958 bp), and ICEvchMJ1236 (chr 1: 3,066,043–2,958,350 bp), respectively (Fig. 4). All the ICEs were located on the chr 1 of their hosts, and possessed most of the 52 predicted core genes for the highly conserved module structures that encode mating machinery for conjugation, intricate regulatory systems.
to control their excision from the chromosome, as well as their self-transmissibility (Burrus and Waldor 2004). In the CHN108B genome, the identified ICE\textit{Vch}CHN108B encompassed 73,269 bp and encoded 70 ORFs. Sequence analysis revealed that ICE\textit{Vch}CHN108B had 96% nucleotide identity to ICE\textit{Vch}Mex1 found in the \textit{V. cholerae} isolate of an environmental origin (Burrus et al. 2006), which suggested a common ancestor shared by these two ICEs. No transposase-encoding genes were detected in the two ICEs, which may explain the relatively smaller size of ICE\textit{Vch}CHN108B compared with the other identified ICEs in the \textit{V. cholerae} genomes.

Accessory genes that are not required for transmission or other core ICE functions are restricted to insert into particular loci in several ICE families (Wozniak and Waldor 2010). In this study, we characterised DNA insertions in five hotspots (HS1 to HS5) and variable region III (VRIII) of the identified ICEs (Fig. 4), which are related to resistance determinants and other characterisation in previous reports (Wozniak and Waldor 2010). Consistent with previous research (Wozniak et al. 2009), the variable gene contents in the five hotspots were observed in the identified ICEs in this study (Fig. 4). For example, transposon-like structures carrying genes involved in trimethoprim resistance, DNA modification or recombination or repair in diverse putative restriction modification systems were found within the HS3 from SXT/R391-like ICEs (Wozniak et al. 2009). In this study, we found different HS3 molecular profiles between the ICEs of environmental and clinical origins. Three exonuclease-encoding genes were identified in the HS3 from ICE\textit{Vch}CHN108B (chr1\textunderscore 00339 and chr1\textunderscore 00440, chr1\textunderscore 00441), whereas no such gene was detected in ICE\textit{Vch}MJ1236, and ICE\textit{Vch}2010 EL-1786. These two ICEs of clinical origin shared similar gene contents in HS3, encoding an integrase, a dihydrofolate reductase type 1/trimethoprim resistance protein, and two hypothetical proteins. The HS3 from ICE\textit{Vch}2010 EL-1786 also contained a DNA-binding HTH domain protein and a glyoxalase / bleomycin resistance protein. These results indicated that these ICEs likely conferred trimethoprim resistance to their clinical hosts MJ1236 and 2010 EL-1786. The latter also obtained resistance to bleomycin via the inserted genes in HS3 (Fig. 4).

**SIs**

In this study, all the \textit{V. cholerae} genomes contained large (≥ 100 kb) SIs (Rowe-Magnus et al. 2002), except LMA3984-4. In the CHN108B genome, a 136-kb SI element (designated SI-CHN108B) was identified as located in chr 2 between two genes encoding a site-specific recombinase IntI4 (chr2\textunderscore 00922) and a transposase (chr2\textunderscore 00922), which was consistent with the other \textit{V. cholerae} genomes. SI-CHN108B contained 182 predicted genes, 63% of which encoded hypothetical proteins. Higher percentages of hypothetical proteins (48–79%) were also observed in the other identified SIs in the \textit{V. cholerae} genomes. It will be
interesting to determine their precise functions in the bacterium. Most of the remaining genes in SI-CHN108B were also detected in the other V. cholerae genomes.

Unlike the other identified SIs, the gene encoding the streptogramin A acetyltransferase VatD (chr2_00933) was found to be specific to SI-CHN108B. Streptogramin A is a polysaturated macro lactone compound that exhibits a moderate bacteriostatic activity by binding to the bacterial 50S ribosomal subunit and thereby blocking translation (Mast and Wohlleben 2014). Resistance to streptogramin A can be mediated by acetyltransferases (i.e., vatA to vatD) via acetylation of the only hydroxyl in its structure (Mast and Wohlleben 2014). In this study, our data indicated that SI-CHN108B conferred a streptogramin A resistance determinant to its host. Integrons can gain new cassettes at their 5’-end by incorporating at an attI site (Lan et al. 2008). Interestingly, in SI-CHN108B, the gene encoding the streptogramin A acetyltransferase was only 7 kb away from the attI site, implying that a more recent gene transfer event occurred in this SI element. This may explain why this resistance gene was absent from the other identified SIs in the V. cholerae genomes. Water environments contaminated with industrial pollutants may enhance selection for antimicrobial resistance and vice versa (Hu et al. 2015a). Our data may be suggestive of the inappropriate release of industrial wastes into the aquatic ecosystem where CHN108B survived.

Additionally, several toxin-associated genes were absent from SI-CHN108B, but present in some of the other SIs of clinical origin, including genes encoding a microcin immunity protein MccF, a toxin resistance protein, a haemagglutinin associated protein (HAP), a prevent-host-death protein (PHDP), and a glyoxalase/bleomycine resistance protein.

**Pathogenic strain-specific genes and putative virulence genes**

The search for virulence-associated genes in the nine V. cholerae genomes revealed distinct molecular profiles between the clinical and environmental isolates (Supplementary Table S4). We found the CT genes (ctxAB) and the tcpIPHABQCDRSTEFJ gene cluster in all the clinical isolates, except M66-2 lacked the CT genes. The tcp cluster is required for critical intestine colonisation factor TCP (Mohammadi-Barzelighi et al. 2011). These toxin genes were absent from CHN108B and LMA3984-4, which are of environmental origin. Although the presence of the CT- and TCP-encoding genes was the most obvious pathogenic strain-specific trait, some other toxin genes were also identified in most clinical isolates but absent from the environmental isolates. These included the ace, zot, and aefABCD gene cluster that is required for accessory colonisation factor (ACF).

Unexpectedly, some toxin genes were detected in most V. cholerae genomes of clinical or environmental origin (Table S4). These included the rtxABCD gene cluster for actin crosslinking repeats in toxin (RTX), which encodes an RTX toxin (rtxA), and its activator (rtxC) and transporters (rtxBD) (Lin et al. 1999); hlyA, encodes a secreted haemolysin A (HlyA), which has vacuolating activity (Figueruela-Arredondo et al. 2001) and hap encodes a haemagglutinin protease (Hap), which has direct effects on the proteins involved in maintaining the integrity of epithelial cell tight junctions (Wu et al. 2000). The gene clusters responsible for the biogenesis (MshHIJKLMNEGF) and structure (Msh-BACD) of mannose-sensitive haemagglutinin (MSHA), a type IV pilus, were also found to be common in all the V. cholerae isolates, which is inconsistent with a previous report showing that MSHA was unique to the El Tor biotype of V. cholerae (Heidelberg et al. 2000). MSHA is the receptor for a widespread filamentous bacteriophage in V. cholerae O139, which transfers a number of virulence genes (Jouravleva et al. 1998). Additionally, putative virulence-associated genes were also detected in the V. cholerae genomes of both clinical and environmental origin. They encoded proteins for the anti-phagocytosis (cpsABCD); chemotaxis (cheW1B2A2ZY3) (Hyakutake et al. 2005); colonisation (pilABC, Type IV-A pilus); exoenzymes (nanH), flagellar biosynthesis, structure, motility and regulation (flgABCDEFGHJKLMN_PQRST, flhABF1C28, respectively); and iron uptake (huR and vctA) (Table S4). These genes could be candidate targets for the development of novel diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics for human cholera disease.

**Substantial differences in antibiotic resistance genes**

Numerous antimicrobial resistance genes were detected in the nine V. cholerae genomes analysed in this study (Supplementary Table S5). All the genomes contained the genes for the multidrug efflux pump AcrAB-ToIC (Li et al. 2015), the cation-bound multidrug and toxic compound extrusion (MATE) transporter NorM (He et al. 2010), penicillin-binding proteins (Pbp1A/B) and beta-lactamase. The genes for resistance to ciprofloxacin (php5) and sulphamamide (folP) were also identified in all the V. cholerae genomes. Compared with the V. cholerae isolates of environmental origin, we found that the clinical isolates possessed more antibiotic resistance genes. Furthermore, the resistance gene patterns greatly differed among the 2010 EL-1786, MJ1236 and IEC224 clinical isolates. These clinical strains were isolated in more recent years (1994 to 2010) and have captured more resistance than those isolated earlier (1937 to 1994). For example, the genes for resistance to chloramphenicol (cat), sulphadoxine-pyrimethamine (dhfrIII), streptomycin
(strAB), tetracycline (tetA), and trimethoprim (dfrA1) were absent from the CHN108B and LMA3984-4 environmental isolates, but present in most of the three clinical isolates, indicating the increased development of antibiotic-resistant pathogenic *V. cholerae*, which likely arose from a hospital environment. Additionally, no resistance genes for other antimicrobial agents were identified in all the *V. cholerae* genomes, such as gentamicin, erythromycin, florfenicol, and vancomycin.

**Differential secretion systems**

Virulence factors are secreted by bacterial secretion systems (Wooldridge 2009). Six types of secretion systems (T1SS to T6SS) have been found in Gram-negative bacteria to date (Ehsani et al. 2009). Among these, T1SS is relatively simple and consists of only two or three proteins and directly translocates proteins (such as HlyA, RtxA, and lipases S-layer proteins) from the cytoplasm to the cell surface (Wooldridge 2009). The CHN108B genome had the genes (rtxBDE, tolC) required for T1SS, which is consistent with the other *V. cholerae* genomes. T2SSs were reported to maintain fitness in different ecological niches in *V. cholerae* and are involved in the extracellular export of CT and other proteins (Sikora 2013). The gap gene cluster for T2SS was identified in the clinical isolates, whereas the four T2SS genes (gspCHIJ) were missing in CHN108B. The results suggested that the degenerative T2SS probably resulted from the absence or loss of the TC and TCP in CHN108B and vice versa. T3SS is composed of approximately 30 different proteins to form a bacterial injectisome that spans the entire cell envelope, enabling the bacteria to inject bacterial effector proteins directly into the host cell cytoplasm (Coburn et al. 2007). Shin et al. reported that T3SS was essential for the rapidly fatal diarrhoeal disease caused by non-O1 and non-O139 *V. cholerae*, such as AM-19226 (Shin et al. 2011). However, in this study, T3SS genes were not detected in CHN108B (non-O1/O139 serogroup) or in the O1 serogroup isolates (except the vcsS2 gene). T6SS are encoded by a cluster of 15–20 genes that is present with at least one copy in approximately 25% of all sequenced Gram-negative bacteria (Bingle et al. 2008; Basler et al. 2012). It has also been detected in *V. cholerae* and other pathogenic bacteria (Pukatzki et al. 2006). Previous studies have indicated that the genes hcp and vgrG, which encode a haemolysin co-regulated protein and a valine-glycine repeat, respectively, are essential for T6SS-dependent secretion in *V. cholerae* (Pukatzki et al. 2006). In CHN108B, these genes were identified in multiple copies, including four copies in chr 1 and a single hcp and three copies of vgrG in chr 2. Consistent with the other *V. cholerae* genomes, some genes encoding core components of the virulence-associated nanomachine T6SS were present in CHN108B, including IcmF, DotU, putative lipoprotein Lip, ClpV, and AAA^+^ATPase. However, the IcmH-like protein and the regulatory proteins PpkA, Fhal and PppA were missing in CHN108B. The PppA-encoding gene was detected in all the clinical isolates, whereas the PpkA gene was missing in LMA3984-4 as well. Additionally, the genes encoding T4SS and T5SS proteins were absent from the *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study.

**V. cholerae genomes shaped by the Yangtze River Estuary environment**

To gain an insight into the impact of the Yangtze River Estuary environment upon the *V. cholerae* genomes, nine other *V. cholerae* isolates (CHN001f to 009f) recovered from the same environment as CHN108B were subjected for Illumina sequencing with a genome sequencing depth of 100-fold. The nine draft genome sequences were obtained with genome sizes in the range from 3.961 to 4.010 Mb. Comparison of accessory genes among the eighteen *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study (ten of the Yangzi River Estuary origin) revealed 28 estuary environment-specific genes. Of these, approximately half genes encoded hypothetical proteins, and the other half encoded enzymes (aminopeptidase, choline dehydrogenase and low molecular weight phosphatase), transporters, antiporters, membrane protein and transcriptional regulators, which are probably related to the unique environment adaptation of *V. cholerae*.

**Discussion**

In the present study, we determined the whole genome sequence of the non-O1/O139 *V. cholerae* strain CHN108B isolated from surface water from the Yangtze River Estuary in China. Comparative genomics between CHN108B and the other eight *V. cholerae* isolates within serogroup O1 revealed interesting findings in the bacterial genome structure. CHN108B has the highest number of strain-specific genes when compared with the other *V. cholerae* isolates of clinical and environmental origin. Previous studies have indicated that the intercellular transmissibility of the MGEs with carried gene cassettes could constitute important driving forces in *Vibrios* genome evolution and speciation and mediate the emergence, resurgence and spread of multiple drug-resistant pathogens (Rowe-Magnus et al. 2002; Burris and Waldor 2004; Siguier et al. 2014). In this study, various MGEs including ISs, prophages, ICEs, and SIs were identified in the *V. cholerae* genomes of clinical and environmental origin, indicating the bacterium undergoes extensive genetic recombination via LGT. For example, large MGEs carrying many genes of unknown function were detected in CHN108B, which may contribute to its unique genome traits.
The global emergence of multidrug-resistant Gram-negative bacteria is a growing threat to antibiotic therapy (Li et al. 2015). Consistent with previous reports (Li et al. 2015), numerous genes that mediate intrinsic and acquired multidrug resistance were identified in the *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study. The comparison of these genes revealed different antimicrobial resistance gene patterns between the environmental and clinical isolates, as well as among the clinical isolates originating from different cholera outbreak years. Our data provide further evidence for the increased development of resistance by pathogenic *V. cholerae*, which threatens the therapeutic options versus human cholera disease. The resistance was mediated by chromosomally encoded genes and the mechanisms potentially involve MGEs in clinical cases (Hochhut et al. 2001). Additionally, a relatively narrow resistance gene pattern yielded by LMA3984-4 was observed when compared with CHN108B, as some genes for resistance to fluoroquinolone (gyrAB), rifampin (rpoB), penicillin-binding protein (pbp1A), and streptogramin (VatD) were absent from the LMA3984-4 genome, but present in CHN108B, likely resulting from the significant difference in their geographic origin and selective pressure. High incidences of antibiotic resistant *V. cholerae* isolates of the Yangtze River Estuary origin have been reported previously and presumably arose from the abuse of drugs and the inappropriate release of industrial wastes into the environment (Song et al. 2013; He et al. 2015a).

Previous studies have indicated that accessory virulence factors whose functions in human cholera disease remain elusive may play an essential role in the fitness of *V. cholerae* (Faruque and Mekalanos 2012). Adhesion and colonisation in the human small intestine are also crucial for the pathogenic cycle of *V. cholerae*. The *cpsABCD* gene cluster responsible for capsular biosynthesis was identified in all the *V. cholerae* genomes analysed in this study and encodes a capsular polysaccharide biosynthesis glycosyltransferase (*cpsA*), a mannose-1-phosphate guanylyltransferase (*cpsB*), a polysaccharide export-like protein (*cpsC*), and an exopolysaccharide biosynthesis protein (*cpsD*). Additionally, the genes in the *acfABCD* gene cluster were all missing from the *V. cholerae* isolates of environmental origin. Moreover, the *pilA* gene from the *pilABCD* gene cluster was also missing from CHN108B and LMA3984-4. This gene cluster encodes proteins for the Type IV-A pilus, which is essential for the secretion of CT and Hap and colonisation of infant mice or adherence to HEP-2 cells (Fullner and Mekalanos 1999). Genes for the acquisition of nutrient iron also play a critical role in aiding the pathogenic bacteria in establishing and maintaining infection in hosts (Ratledge and Dover 2000). *V. cholerae* has multiple iron transport systems, one of which involves haem uptake through the outer membrane receptor HutA. The bacterium also encodes two additional TonB-dependent haem receptors, HutR and HasR (Mey and Payne 2001). In this study, unlike the clinical isolates, the *hasR* and *HutA* genes were absent from CHN108B, and the latter was also missing from LMA3984-4, which was consistent with the different niches between the clinical and environmental isolates. Furthermore, the gene *vctA* encoding an enterobactin receptor protein in another iron acquisition system (Mey et al. 2002) was identified in all the *V. cholerae* genomes. Taken together, our data revealed distinct virulence gene patterns between the *V. cholerae* isolates of clinical and environmental origin. Consistent with a previous report (Ceccarelli et al. 2015), our data also provided evidence for the presence of multiple virulence-associated genes in the non-O1/non-O139 *V. cholerae* isolates, such as *hlyA*, *rtxABCD*, *hap*, and *nanH* that encodes a neuraminidase. In the future research, it will be interesting to further address their functions in *V. cholerae* virulence.

Overall, this study is the first to describe the complete genome sequence of the non-O1/O139 *V. cholerae* CHN108B (*ct*−*tcp*−) isolated from the Yangtze River Estuary in China. It has 110 strain-specific genes, 21.8% of which encode hypothetical proteins, and the majority of the remaining encoded proteins are required for secondary metabolism and cell envelope and outer membrane biogenesis. Comparative genomics revealed numerous MGEs, including ISs, Prophages, ICEs, and SIs in the nine whole-genome *V. cholerae* isolates of clinical and environmental origin, indicating that the bacterium underwent extensive genetic recombination via LGT during its evolution. Moreover, our data revealed that some virulence-associated genes are present in most clinical isolates, but absent from the environmental isolates, such as *acfABCD*, *hasR*, *HutA* and *T6SS*, which could be candidate target genes for the development of novel diagnostics, vaccines, and therapeutics against human cholera disease. Additionally, comparative genomics provided the evidence for distinct antibiotic resistance gene patterns among the *V. cholerae* isolates. It should be noted that there are relatively wide resistance gene patterns yielded by the clinical isolates. Moreover, the clinical isolates (MJJ1236 and 2010 EL-1786) isolated in more recent years have the highest number of antibiotic resistance genes responsible for resistance to multiple antimicrobial agents, indicating the ongoing and rising development of resistance among pathogenic *V. cholerae*, which is a real threat to public health. Therefore, future studies on more *V. cholerae* genomes of environmental origin will enhance our understanding of the epidemiology and pathogenesis of this severe water-borne pathogen worldwide.
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